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Short response  

Assessment objectives 
This assessment instrument is used to determine student achievement in the following 
objectives: 

3. explain representations of identities, places, events and concepts in response to stimulus 
texts 

4. explain the ways cultural assumptions, attitudes, values and beliefs about community, local 
or global issues underpin texts and influence meaning 

5. explain how language features and text structures shape perspectives on community, local 
or global issues in media texts and invite particular responses 

6. select and use subject matter to support perspectives in response to stimulus texts 

9. use language features to inform audiences. 

Note: Objectives 1, 2, 7 and 8 are not assessed in this instrument. 
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Introduction 
The Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) has developed mock common 
internal assessments (CIAs) for both Applied (Essential) senior syllabus subjects to support the 
introduction of common internal assessment in Queensland. 

A common internal assessment marking guide (CIAMG) has been created specifically for each 
mock common internal assessment.  

The mock common internal assessments and their marking guides were: 

• developed in close consultation with subject matter experts drawn from schools, subject
associations and universities

• aligned to the common internal assessment conditions and specifications in both Applied
(Essential) senior syllabuses

• developed under secure conditions.

Purpose 
This document informs schools and students how marks are matched to characteristics in 
responses to the mock common internal assessment.  

The CIAMG provides: 

• explicit statements about what is expected of students when they respond to a question

• a tool for calibrating markers to ensure comparability of results.

Mark allocation 
Where no response to a question has been made, a mark of ‘N’ will be recorded. 
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Question 1 

The response in Knowledge application The response in Organisation 
and development 

The response in Textual features Grade 

• provides a detailed explanation of one representation of volunteering 
identified in the blog 

• provides a detailed explanation of the other representation of 
volunteering identified in the blog  
 

• provides a detailed explanation of how one attitude or belief identified 
in the blog influences meaning about one representation of 
volunteering 

• provides a detailed explanation of how another attitude or belief 
identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation 
of volunteering 
 

• provides a detailed explanation of how one language feature identified 
in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering 
and invites particular responses 

• provides a detailed explanation of how another language feature 
identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation 
of volunteering and invites particular responses 
 

• provides a detailed explanation of how one text structure identified in 
the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering 
and invites particular responses 

• provides a detailed explanation of how another text structure 
identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation 
of volunteering and invites particular responses 

• purposefully selects information 
from the blog to support 
perspectives about how 
volunteering has been 
represented 

• purposefully uses this 
information to support 
perspectives about the 
representation of volunteering in 
the blog 

 
 

• uses grammar and vocabulary to 
inform readers about volunteering 
with occasional errors, but 
meaning is clear  

• uses standard Australian 
punctuation to inform readers about 
volunteering with occasional 
errors, but meaning is clear 

• uses standard Australian spelling to 
inform readers about volunteering 
with occasional errors, but 
meaning is clear 

A 
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The response in Knowledge application The response in Organisation 
and development 

The response in Textual features Grade 

• provides an appropriate explanation of one representation of 
volunteering identified in the blog 

• provides an appropriate explanation of the other representation of 
volunteering identified in the blog  
 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how one attitude or belief 
identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of 
volunteering 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how another attitude or belief 
identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation 
of volunteering  
 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how one language feature 
identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of 
volunteering and invites particular responses 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how another language feature 
identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation 
of volunteering and invites particular responses 

 
• provides an appropriate explanation of how one text structure 

identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of 
volunteering and invites particular responses 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how another text structure 
identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation 
of volunteering and invites particular responses 

• appropriately selects information 
from the blog to support 
perspectives about how 
volunteering has been 
represented 

• appropriately uses this 
information to support 
perspectives about the 
representation of volunteering in 
the blog 

• uses grammar and vocabulary to 
inform readers about volunteering 
with occasional errors, but 
meaning is mostly clear 

• uses standard Australian 
punctuation to inform readers about 
volunteering with occasional 
errors, but meaning is mostly clear 

• uses standard Australian spelling to 
inform readers about volunteering 
with occasional errors, but 
meaning is mostly clear 

 

B 
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The response in Knowledge application The response in Organisation 
and development 

The response in Textual features Grade 

• in the main, provides an explanation of one representation of 
volunteering identified in the blog 

• in the main, provides an explanation of the other representation of 
volunteering identified in the blog  
 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how one attitude or belief 
identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of 
volunteering 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how another attitude or belief 
identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation 
of volunteering 
 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how one language feature 
identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of 
volunteering and invites particular responses 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how another language feature 
identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation 
of volunteering and invites particular responses 

 
• in the main, provides an explanation of how one text structure 

identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of 
volunteering and invites particular responses 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how another text structure 
identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation 
of volunteering and invites particular responses 

 

• in the main selects information 
from the blog to support 
perspectives about how 
volunteering has been 
represented 

• in the main uses this information 
to support perspectives about the 
representation of volunteering in 
the blog 

• uses grammar and vocabulary to 
inform readers about volunteering 
with frequent errors, but meaning 
is mostly clear 

• uses standard Australian 
punctuation to inform readers about 
volunteering with frequent errors, 
but meaning is mostly clear 

• uses standard Australian spelling to 
inform readers about volunteering 
with frequent errors, but meaning 
is mostly clear 

 

C 
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The response in Knowledge application The response in Organisation 
and development 

The response in Textual features Grade 

• describes some ideas about one representation of volunteering in the 
blog 

• describes some ideas about the other representation of volunteering 
in the blog 

• describes some ideas about one attitude or belief about one 
representation of volunteering in the blog 

• describes some ideas about another attitude or belief about the 
other representation of volunteering in the blog 

• describes some ideas about how one language feature shapes 
perspectives on one representation of volunteering 

• describes some ideas about how another language feature shapes 
perspectives on the other representation of volunteering 

• describes some ideas about how one text structure shapes 
perspectives on one representation of volunteering 

• describes some ideas about how another text structure shapes 
perspectives on the other representation of volunteering 

• selects some information from 
the blog to support some 
perspectives about how 
volunteering has been 
represented in the blog 

• uses some of this information to 
support some perspectives about 
the representation of volunteering 
in the blog 

 

• uses grammar and vocabulary to 
inform readers about volunteering 
with frequent errors and meaning 
is sometimes clear  

• uses standard Australian 
punctuation to inform readers about 
volunteering with frequent errors 
and meaning is sometimes clear 

• uses standard Australian spelling to 
inform readers about volunteering 
with frequent errors and meaning 
is sometimes clear 

D 

• describes some ideas about representations 

• describes some ideas about attitudes or beliefs 

• describes some ideas about language features and/or text structures 
OR 

• does not address the other representation 

• does not address another attitude or belief 

• does not address another language feature  

• does not address another text structure. 

• selects some information from 
the blog to show some ideas 

• uses some of this information to 
show some ideas 

• uses grammar and vocabulary to 
inform readers with frequent errors 
and meaning is impeded  

• uses standard Australian 
punctuation to inform readers with 
frequent errors and meaning is 
impeded 

• uses standard Australian spelling to 
inform readers with frequent errors 
and meaning is impeded 

OR 
• is not related to volunteering 

E 
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Question 2  

The response in Knowledge application The response in Organisation 
and development 

The response in Textual 
features 

Grade 

• provides a detailed explanation of one representation of volunteering 
identified in the blog 

• provides a detailed explanation of the other representation of volunteering 
identified in the blog  
 

• provides a detailed explanation of how one cultural assumption, attitude, 
value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one 
representation of volunteering 

• provides a detailed explanation of how another cultural assumption, attitude, 
value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other 
representation of volunteering 
 

• provides a detailed explanation of how one language feature identified in the 
blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites 
particular responses 

• provides a detailed explanation of how another language feature identified in 
the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and 
invites particular responses 
 

• provides a detailed explanation of how one text structure identified in the 
blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites 
particular responses 

• provides a detailed explanation of how another text structure identified in the 
blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and 
invites particular responses 

• purposefully selects 
information from the visual 
stimulus to support perspectives 
about how volunteering has 
been represented 

• purposefully uses this 
information to support 
perspectives about the 
representation of volunteering in 
the visual stimulus 

 
 

• uses grammar and 
vocabulary to inform readers 
about volunteering with 
occasional errors, but 
meaning is clear  

• uses standard Australian 
punctuation to inform 
readers about volunteering 
with occasional errors, but 
meaning is clear 

• uses standard Australian 
spelling to inform readers 
about volunteering with 
occasional errors, but 
meaning is clear 

A 
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The response in Knowledge application The response in Organisation 
and development 

The response in Textual 
features 

Grade 

• provides an appropriate explanation of one representation of volunteering 
identified in the blog 

• provides an appropriate explanation of the other representation of 
volunteering identified in the blog  
 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how one cultural assumption, 
attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one 
representation of volunteering 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how another cultural assumption, 
attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the 
other representation of volunteering  
 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how one language feature identified 
in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and 
invites particular responses 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how another language feature 
identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of 
volunteering and invites particular responses 
 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how one text structure identified in 
the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and 
invites particular responses 

• provides an appropriate explanation of how another text structure identified 
in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering 
and invites particular responses 

 

• appropriately selects 
information from the visual 
stimulus to support perspectives 
about how volunteering has 
been represented 

• appropriately uses this 
information to support 
perspectives about the 
representation of volunteering in 
the visual stimulus 

• uses grammar and 
vocabulary to inform readers 
about volunteering with 
occasional errors, but 
meaning is mostly clear 

• uses standard Australian 
punctuation to inform 
readers about volunteering 
with occasional errors, but 
meaning is mostly clear 

• uses standard Australian 
spelling to inform readers 
about volunteering with 
occasional errors, but 
meaning is mostly clear 

 

B 
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The response in Knowledge application The response in Organisation 
and development 

The response in Textual 
features 

Grade 

• in the main, provides an explanation of one representation of volunteering 
identified in the blog 

• in the main, provides an explanation of the other representation of 
volunteering identified in the blog  
 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how one cultural assumption, 
attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one 
representation of volunteering 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how another cultural assumption, 
attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the 
other representation of volunteering 
 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how one language feature identified 
in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and 
invites particular responses 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how another language feature 
identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of 
volunteering and invites particular responses 
 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how one text structure identified in 
the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and 
invites particular responses 

• in the main, provides an explanation of how another text structure identified 
in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering 
and invites particular responses 

• in the main selects information 
from the visual stimulus to 
support perspectives about how 
volunteering has been 
represented 

• in the main uses this 
information to support 
perspectives about the 
representation of volunteering in 
the visual stimulus 

• uses grammar and 
vocabulary to inform readers 
about volunteering with 
frequent errors, but 
meaning is mostly clear 

• uses standard Australian 
punctuation to inform 
readers about volunteering 
with frequent errors, but 
meaning is mostly clear 

• uses standard Australian 
spelling to inform readers 
about volunteering with 
frequent errors, but 
meaning is mostly clear 

 

C 
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The response in Knowledge application The response in Organisation 
and development 

The response in Textual 
features 

Grade 

• describes some ideas about one representation of volunteering in the visual 
stimulus 

• describes some ideas about the other representation of volunteering in the 
visual stimulus 
 

• describes some ideas about one attitude or belief about one representation 
of volunteering in the visual stimulus 

• describes some ideas about another attitude or belief about the other 
representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus 
 

• describes some ideas about how one language feature shapes 
perspectives on one representation of volunteering 

• describes some ideas about how another language feature shapes 
perspectives on the other representation of volunteering 
 

• describes some ideas about how one text structure shapes perspective s 
on one representation of volunteering 

• describes some ideas about how another text structure shapes 
perspectives on the other representation of volunteering 

• selects some information from 
the visual stimulus to support 
some perspectives about how 
volunteering has been 
represented in the visual 
stimulus 

• uses some of this information to 
support some perspectives 
about the representation of 
volunteering in the visual 
stimulus 

 

• uses grammar and 
vocabulary to inform readers 
about volunteering with 
frequent errors and 
meaning is sometimes clear  

• uses standard Australian 
punctuation to inform 
readers about volunteering 
with frequent errors and 
meaning is sometimes clear 

• uses standard Australian 
spelling to inform readers 
about volunteering with 
frequent errors and 
meaning is sometimes clear 

 

D 
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The response in Knowledge application The response in Organisation 
and development 

The response in Textual 
features 

Grade 

• describes some ideas about representations 

• describes some ideas about cultural assumptions, attitudes, values or 
beliefs 

• describes some ideas about language features and/or text structures 
OR 

• does not address the other representation 
• does not address another cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief 
• does not address another language feature  
• does not address another text structure 
 

• selects some information from 
the visual stimulus to show 
some ideas 

• uses some of this information to 
show some ideas 

• uses grammar and 
vocabulary to inform readers 
with frequent errors and 
meaning is impeded  

• uses standard Australian 
punctuation to inform 
readers with frequent errors 
and meaning is impeded 

• uses standard Australian 
spelling to inform readers 
with frequent errors and 
meaning is impeded. 

 
OR 

 
• is not related to volunteering 

E 
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Short response 

Assessment objectives

This assessment instrument is used to determine student achievement in the following objectives:

3.	explain representations of identities, places, events and concepts in response to stimulus texts

4.	explain the ways cultural assumptions, attitudes, values and beliefs about community, local or global issues underpin texts and influence meaning

5.	explain how language features and text structures shape perspectives on community, local or global issues in media texts and invite particular responses

6.	select and use subject matter to support perspectives in response to stimulus texts

9.	use language features to inform audiences.

Note: Objectives 1, 2, 7 and 8 are not assessed in this instrument.
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The Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) has developed mock common internal assessments (CIAs) for both Applied (Essential) senior syllabus subjects to support the introduction of common internal assessment in Queensland.

A common internal assessment marking guide (CIAMG) has been created specifically for each mock common internal assessment. 

The mock common internal assessments and their marking guides were:

developed in close consultation with subject matter experts drawn from schools, subject associations and universities

aligned to the common internal assessment conditions and specifications in both Applied (Essential) senior syllabuses  

developed under secure conditions.

Purpose

This document informs schools and students how marks are matched to characteristics in responses to the mock common internal assessment. 

The CIAMG provides:

explicit statements about what is expected of students when they respond to a question 

sample responses that identify characteristics to assist the marker to make judgments

where relevant, notes that provide further information to assist the marker in making a decision 

a tool for calibrating markers to ensure comparability of results.

Mark allocation

Where no response to a question has been made, a mark of ‘N’ will be recorded.




Common internal assessment: Building student capacity 

Knowledge of syllabus objectives and how they guide students in making meaning of stimulus texts builds capacity in the common internal assessment.

Knowledge application

In Knowledge application, students are being assessed on their breadth and depth of knowledge of the stimulus. 

Breadth of knowledge 

Breadth of knowledge is assessed by students explaining two each of:

representations

cultural assumptions and/or values and/or attitudes and/or beliefs 

language features

text structures.

The quantifier of two is used because:

the syllabus objectives use plurals (p. 31) 

one of the two stimulus texts is seen (providing considerable scaffolding) 

this provides more evidence of students being able to think flexibly and independently 

this provides greater reliability of marking by being able to distinguish between students demonstrating or not demonstrating syllabus objectives

the Australian Core Skills Framework at level three refers to readers making meaning of texts that contain a number of ideas and pieces of information

demonstrating fewer (i.e. only one representation, language feature, text structure or value) would indicate a narrow understanding of the stimulus.

Depth of knowledge

Depth of knowledge is assessed through the qualifiers and the additional assessable elements in each of the objectives as set out below:

objective 3

explain representations

objective 4

explain cultural assumptions, attitudes, values and beliefs and

how they enhance meaning

objective 5

explain language features and text structures and

how they shape perspectives and

how they invite particular responses.
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[bookmark: _Toc491854653]Common internal assessment marking guide (CIAMG)

The purpose of this document is to provide examples of matches to standards in sample responses to support teachers in their judgment making for Knowledge application. It is an optional document that has been designed to be used in conjunction with the marking guide specific to each question.

Question 1

		Examples of identification and explanation

		Grade



		‘detailed’ may be evident in these ways: 

detailed explanation of how volunteering has been represented in the blog, e.g. Volunteering is represented as being positive for those who help others because the commenters talk about how volunteering provides a sense of belonging and purpose, which makes them feel good.

detailed explanation of how an attitude or belief influences meaning, e.g. Jackson’s belief that young people are a valuable resource for volunteering organisations strengthens the idea that volunteering is suited to millennials, and that they should be valued for their potential.

detailed explanation of how a language feature in the blog shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe, e.g. Jess’ opinion that although volunteering “takes commitment”, it “gives back over and over” strengthens positive perspectives about volunteering by inviting audiences to regard sacrificing time as secondary to its benefits.

detailed explanation of how a text structure in the blog shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe, e.g. The use of the bullet pointed list is a convincing way to position audiences to accept that some volunteering organisations are making volunteering “meaningful and worthwhile” for millennials by emphasising three key ideas — opportunity, strengths and faith in young people, which arouses respect for those organisations. 

		A



		

		



		

		



		‘appropriately’ may be evident in these ways: 

suitable explanation of how volunteering has been represented in the blog, e.g. Volunteering is represented as positive because it gives people a sense of belonging.

suitable explanation of how an attitude or belief influences meaning, e.g. Jackson wants volunteering organisations to cater for young people, which shows that they are important to him.

suitable explanation of how a language feature in the blog shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe, e.g. The writer uses opinion in it “gives back” to make readers think volunteering is good for those who help others.

suitable explanation of how a text structure in the blog shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe, e.g. The use of bullet points helps position audiences to accept that some volunteering organisations can be appealing to millennials, making readers like those organisations more.

		B



		

		



		

		



		‘in the main’ may be evident in these ways: 

mostly explaining how volunteering has been represented in the blog, e.g. As the blog indicates, volunteering is good because the commenters say lots of positive things about it.

mostly explaining how an attitude or belief influences meaning, e.g. Young people can be thought of as good volunteers as Jackson says they have skills.

mostly explaining how a language feature in the blog shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe, e.g. Jackson has the opinion that teenagers should be given a chance at volunteering when he says “show faith” which makes readers understand that teenagers are handy to have around.

mostly explaining how a text structure in the blog shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe, e.g.  Using bullet points shows audiences how volunteering organisations are trying to appeal to millennials, helping them understand better.

		C



		

		



		

		



		‘some ideas about volunteering in the blog’ may be evident in these ways:

describing some ideas about how volunteering has been represented in the blog, e.g. Volunteering is okay because people say so.

describing some ideas about how an attitude or belief relates to volunteering in the blog, e.g. Teenagers like it which is good for volunteering.

describing some ideas about how language features/s in the blog shape perspective/s on volunteering, e.g. Words are used to talk about volunteering.

describing some ideas about how text structure/s in the blog shape perspective/s on volunteering, e.g. The writer uses exclamation marks to discuss volunteering.

		D



		

		



		

		



		‘some ideas’ may be evident in these ways: 

descriptions of some ideas about representations, e.g. Teenagers…like to do stuff.

descriptions of some ideas about attitudes or beliefs, e.g. People like blogs.

description of some ideas about language feature/s and/or text structure/s, e.g. Comments are used to say things in blogs.

		E
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Question 1

		The response in Knowledge application

		The response in Organisation and development

		The response in Textual features

		Grade



		provides a detailed explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

provides a detailed explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



provides a detailed explanation of how one attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

provides a detailed explanation of how another attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering



provides a detailed explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides a detailed explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



provides a detailed explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides a detailed explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

		· purposefully selects information from the blog to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· purposefully uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the blog





		uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear

uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear

		A



		· provides an appropriate explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

· provides an appropriate explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



· provides an appropriate explanation of how one attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

· provides an appropriate explanation of how another attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering 



· provides an appropriate explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

· provides an appropriate explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



· provides an appropriate explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

· provides an appropriate explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

		· appropriately selects information from the blog to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· appropriately uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the blog

		uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is mostly clear

uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is mostly clear

uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is mostly clear



		B



		in the main, provides an explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

in the main, provides an explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



in the main, provides an explanation of how one attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

in the main, provides an explanation of how another attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering



in the main, provides an explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

in the main, provides an explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



in the main, provides an explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

in the main, provides an explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



		· in the main selects information from the blog to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· in the main uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the blog

		uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear

uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear

uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear



		C



		· describes some ideas about one representation of volunteering in the blog

· describes some ideas about the other representation of volunteering in the blog

· describes some ideas about one attitude or belief about one representation of volunteering in the blog

· describes some ideas about another attitude or belief about the other representation of volunteering in the blog

· describes some ideas about how one language feature shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering

· describes some ideas about how another language feature shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering

· describes some ideas about how one text structure shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering

· describes some ideas about how another text structure shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering

		· selects some information from the blog to support some perspectives about how volunteering has been represented in the blog

· uses some of this information to support some perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the blog



		uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear 

uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear

uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear

		D



		· describes some ideas about representations

· describes some ideas about attitudes or beliefs

· describes some ideas about language features and/or text structures

OR

does not address the other representation

does not address another attitude or belief

does not address another language feature 

does not address another text structure.

		· selects some information from the blog to show some ideas

· uses some of this information to show some ideas

		uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded

uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded

OR

is not related to volunteering

		E
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Sample response: Standard A 

		









detailed explanation of how a belief in the blog enhances meaning about volunteering 

purposefully selects information from the blog to support perspectives about how volunteering is represented

makes occasional errors in grammar and vocabulary, but meaning is clear



















purposefully uses information from the blog to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the blog











detailed explanation of how an attitude in the blog enhances meaning about volunteering 





		Question 1 (blog)

One representation of volunteering is that it’s appealing to millennials when they are called upon to use their skills to help — Jackson celebrates how its appeel is actually growing because some organisations are finally putting millennials’ skills to good use. 

Jackson’s belief that millennials’ skills should be used to help others is emphasised by his bullet points expertly documenting millennials’ “expertise”, “enthusiasm and readiness to help” and “digitally savyness”, influencing readers to accept this as a reality. He also uses emotive words to claim that only volunteering organisations that do this are “progressive”, influencing audiences to value/respect only these. He celebrate that volunteering organisations are tapping into their expertise using a metaphor comparing millennials’ skills to running water, emphasising their stream of potential.



Volunteering is also represented as positive Because it provide a sense of belonging/purpose, and as such, benefits the giver — Thomas says volunteering is “interesting and rewarding” and Jess says that although it “takes commitment”, it “gives back over and over”.  

Jess also says volunteering makes “you feel good”, emphasising that there’s something in it for everyone. Lee agrees by exclaiming that he isn’t sure who enjoys the students’ visits to the retirement village the most, once again, showing connections between giving and its benefits, strengthening the positive representation of volunteering and inviting audiences to consider its value for themselves.

Bias against older people is evident in Jackson’s blog-like comments in the first paragraph when he accuses them of believing they’re “the only ones who want to help others”, not “lazy” millennials. This positions audiences to view non-millennials as self-righteous, narrow-minded and judgemental, pitting the two groups against each other. This highlights Jackson’s attitude that millennials are quality volunteers and that it’s about time other people recognised it — he rejects negative stereotypes and wants others to as well.

		

 





detailed explanation of two representations about volunteering in the blog 

makes occasional errors in spelling, but meaning is clear

detailed explanation of how metaphor (language feature) and text structure in the blog shape a perspective on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe.

makes occasional errors in punctuation, but meaning is clear



























detailed explanation of how bias (language feature) and text structure in the blog shape a perspective on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe.







Sample response: Standard B 

		







appropriate explanation of how positive words (language feature) and text structure in the blog shapes a perspective on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe. 



appropriately selects information from the blog to support perspectives about how volunteering is represented

appropriate explanation of how a text structure in the blog shapes a perspective on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe. 



appropriate explanation of how a rhetorical question (language feature) in the blog shapes a perspective on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe.

		Question 1 (blog)

The stimulus, which is a blogg with five paragraphs and a blue border, is about volunteering.

In this stimulus, volunteering is being represented as a positive thing. This is conveyed through the use of positive words such as ‘fantastic causes’, ‘progressive’, ‘meaningful’ and ‘worthwhile’. This is using strong words in a deliberately short paragraph to make the meaning really clear.  This stresses the writer’s idea of wanting audiences to realise that volunteering is good and to make them want to be involved, to feel motivated to contribute 



Haydn also uses bullet points to strongly represent volunteering as being good for millennials when organisations recognise their strengths, which is important to them for obvious reasons. This is done through the use of positive words such as ‘digitally aware’ and ‘show faith in us’.

An attitude in the stimulus is that volunteering is good.

A text structure, the comments at the very end of the blog by the teacher (Naresh), Jess and the nurse (Lee) on June 25th in 2018 and on June 25th in 2018 are talk about how a students volunteer each week at a retirement village. This may make readers feel both awe and respect for them giving up their time.  These commenters also support this positive idea about volunteering by describing volunteering as ‘interesting and rewarding’ and that it ‘looks good on resumes’.

Therefore, the blog uses opinion, and fact to make it’s point. Persuasive language includes rhetorical questions, emotive words. The rhetorical question presents the idea that volunteering organisations are actually doing something about making volunteering attractive to millennials, making audiences also feel good about this change

		





makes occasional errors in spelling, but meaning is clear



appropriate explanation of two representations about volunteering in the blog 



makes occasional errors in punctuation, but meaning is clear



describes some ideas about how an attitude relates to volunteering

makes occasional errors in grammar and vocabulary, but meaning is clear





appropriately uses information from the blog to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the blog

makes occasional errors in punctuation, but meaning is clear











INSTRUMENT 1



INSTRUMENT 1
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Judgment awarded for sample response: Standard A

		The response in Knowledge application

		The response in Organisation and development

		The response in Textual features

		Grade



		[bookmark: _Hlk12958842]provides a detailed explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

provides a detailed explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



provides a detailed explanation of how one attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

provides a detailed explanation of how another attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering



provides a detailed explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides a detailed explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



provides a detailed explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides a detailed explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

		· purposefully selects information from the blog to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· purposefully uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the blog





		uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear

uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear

		A










Judgment awarded for sample response: Standard B

		The response in Knowledge application

		The response in Organisation and development

		The response in Textual features

		Grade



		provides a detailed explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

provides a detailed explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



provides a detailed explanation of how one attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

provides a detailed explanation of how another attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering



provides a detailed explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides a detailed explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



provides a detailed explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

· provides a detailed explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

		· purposefully selects information from the blog to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· purposefully uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the blog





		uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear

uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear

		A



		· provides an appropriate explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

· provides an appropriate explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



· provides an appropriate explanation of how one attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

· provides an appropriate explanation of how another attitude or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering 



· provides an appropriate explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

· provides an appropriate explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



· provides an appropriate explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

· provides an appropriate explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

		· appropriately selects information from the blog to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· appropriately uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the blog

		uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is mostly clear

uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is mostly clear

uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is mostly clear

		B



		· describes some ideas about one representation of volunteering in the blog

· describes some ideas about the other representation of volunteering in the blog

· describes some ideas about one attitude or belief about one representation of volunteering in the blog

· describes some ideas about another attitude or belief about the other representation of volunteering in the blog

· describes some ideas about how one language feature shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering

· describes some ideas about how another language feature shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering

· describes some ideas about how one text structure shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering

· describes some ideas about how another text structure shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering

		· selects some information from the blog to support some perspectives about how volunteering has been represented in the blog

· uses some of this information to support some perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the blog



		uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear 

uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear

uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear

		D



		· describes some ideas about representations

· describes some ideas about attitudes or beliefs

· describes some ideas about language features and/or text structures

OR

does not address the other representation

does not address another attitude or belief

does not address another language feature 

does not address another text structure.

		· selects some information from the blog to show some ideas

· uses some of this information to show some ideas

		uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded

uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded

OR

is not related to volunteering

		E










Common internal assessment marking guide (CIAMG)

The purpose of this document is to provide examples of matches to standards in sample responses to support teachers in their judgment making for Knowledge application. It is an optional document that has been designed to be used in conjunction with the marking guide specific to each question

Question 2

		Examples of identification and explanation

		Grade



		‘detailed’ may be evident in these ways: 

· detailed explanation of how volunteering has been represented

Charity webpage: Volunteering is represented as a gift to others, a selfless activity that requires “sacrifice in a busy world”. 

Meme: Volunteering is represented as appealing to youth, evidenced by the young person’s smile and happy vibes.



· detailed explanation of how an attitude influences meaning

Charity webpage: The writer has an attitude that doing good is a responsibility that everyone shares, stressing the importance of sacrificing for others to improve society.

Meme: Being strong is celebrated in the meme, which comes from an attitude of wanting to help others and this is further emphasised by the person’s obvious confidence and joyful face.



· detailed explanation of how a language feature shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe

Charity webpage: The centrally-positioned clock icon signifies the importance of time and its gift-like nature to recipients of volunteering, making readers aware of others’ gain despite personal cost.

Meme: The girl’s outer arms are punching the air in triumph, which implies that she feels successful, and that in turn, positions audiences to accept that volunteers are positive people, they have good intentions, and a desire to help.



· detailed explanation of how a text structure shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe

Charity webpage: The central focus includes a one three-word sentence with ‘gift’ and ‘your’, linking donations of time with presents that personally addresses readers and influences them to recognize this responsibility and get involved. 

Meme: The strategically-positioned exclamation mark at the end of a short, five-word sentence gives an extra oomph to the words, “It feels good to give!”, making it sound like a joyful, explosive statement, compelling readers to stop and notice, and maybe even contemplate volunteering. 

		A



		

		



		

		



		‘appropriately’ may be evident in these ways: 

· suitable explanation of how volunteering has been represented

Charity webpage: Volunteering is suited to someone who is prepared to sacrifice time because we live in a busy world.

Meme: Volunteering is represented as appealing to young people by the young person’s smile.

· suitable explanation of how an attitude influences meaning

Charity webpage: One attitude is that volunteering is important to a community, making volunteers valuable.

Meme: The stimulus portrays an attitude that volunteering is important and it is fun, evidenced by the happy face, which may influence readers to do it.

· suitable explanation of how a language feature shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe

Charity webpage: The clock icon helps readers understand that volunteering requires a sacrifice of time, inspiring them to consider their own values.

Meme The girl’s outer arms are punching the air, which implies that she enjoys volunteering and positions audiences to accept that volunteers are happy and motivated.

· suitable explanation of how a text structure shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe

Charity webpage: A one three-word sentence with ‘gift’ and ‘your’ links time with presents and readers with responsibility, urging them to help. 

Meme: An exclamation mark and a short sentence used together emphasises the idea that giving makes you feel good, which may arouse interest in volunteering. 

		B



		

		



		

		



		‘in the main’ may be evident in these ways: 

· mostly explaining how volunteering has been represented 

Charity: Volunteering needs people who can manage their time because there are lots of things to do.

Meme: Volunteering is represented as being so good that it will make you smile.

· mostly explaining how an attitude influences meaning

Charity webpage: There is an attitude that volunteering helps others, making people feel guilty if they don’t.

Meme: An attitude is that volunteering makes us feel strong and feeling strong makes us feel good about ourselves.

· mostly explaining how a language feature shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe

Charity webpage: The clock icon indicates that volunteering requires a sacrifice of time.

Meme The girl’s air-punching arms positions audiences to accept that volunteers are happy and motivated.

· mostly explaining how a text structure shapes perspectives on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe

Charity webpage: A three-word sentence links time with presents, urging readers to help. 

Meme: A short sentence emphasises the idea that giving makes you feel good, emphasising volunteers’ goodness.

		C



		

		



		

		



		‘some ideas about volunteering in the visual stimulus’ may be evident in these ways:

· describing some ideas about how volunteering has been represented 

Charity webpage: Volunteering is busy.

Meme: Volunteering will make you smile.

describing some ideas about how an attitude relates to volunteering 

Charity webpage: Volunteering is kind of good.

Meme: Volunteering is important.

describing some ideas about how language feature/s shape perspective/s on volunteering 

Charity webpage: The writer uses lots of things e.g. a book about volunteering.

Meme: Punching arms make volunteers look strong.

· describing some ideas about how text structure/s shape perspective/s on volunteering

Charity webpage: A short sentence links time and volunteering. 

Meme: A short sentence emphasises that volunteers feel good.

		D



		

		



		

		



		‘some ideas’ may be evident in these ways: 

· descriptions of some ideas about representations 

Charity webpage: Teenagers are busy.

Meme: Muscles make you look strong.

· descriptions of some ideas about attitude/s

Charity webpage: The person likes drinking water.

Meme: Giving is good.

· description of some ideas about language feature/s and/or text structure/s 

Charity webpage: A clock is used in the web page.

Meme:  A sentence is used.

		E
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Question 2 

		The response in Knowledge application

		The response in Organisation and development

		The response in Textual features

		Grade



		provides a detailed explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

provides a detailed explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



provides a detailed explanation of how one cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

provides a detailed explanation of how another cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering



provides a detailed explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides a detailed explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



provides a detailed explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides a detailed explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

		· purposefully selects information from the visual stimulus to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· purposefully uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus





		· uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear

· uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear

		A



		provides an appropriate explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

provides an appropriate explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



provides an appropriate explanation of how one cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

provides an appropriate explanation of how another cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering 



provides an appropriate explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides an appropriate explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



provides an appropriate explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides an appropriate explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



		· appropriately selects information from the visual stimulus to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· appropriately uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus

		· uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is mostly clear

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is mostly clear

· uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is mostly clear



		B



		in the main, provides an explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

in the main, provides an explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



in the main, provides an explanation of how one cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

in the main, provides an explanation of how another cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering



in the main, provides an explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

in the main, provides an explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



in the main, provides an explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

in the main, provides an explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

		· in the main selects information from the visual stimulus to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· in the main uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus

		· uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear

· uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear



		C



		describes some ideas about one representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus

describes some ideas about the other representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus



describes some ideas about one attitude or belief about one representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus

describes some ideas about another attitude or belief about the other representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus



describes some ideas about how one language feature shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering

describes some ideas about how another language feature shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering



describes some ideas about how one text structure shapes perspective s on one representation of volunteering

describes some ideas about how another text structure shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering

		· selects some information from the visual stimulus to support some perspectives about how volunteering has been represented in the visual stimulus

· uses some of this information to support some perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus



		· uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear

· uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear



		D



		describes some ideas about representations

describes some ideas about cultural assumptions, attitudes, values or beliefs

describes some ideas about language features and/or text structures

OR

does not address the other representation

does not address another cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief

does not address another language feature 

does not address another text structure



		· selects some information from the visual stimulus to show some ideas

· uses some of this information to show some ideas

		· uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded

· uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded.



OR



· is not related to volunteering

		E
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Sample response: Standard A 

		











makes occasional errors in grammar and vocabulary, but meaning is clear



makes occasional errors in spelling, but meaning is clear













makes occasional errors in punctuation, but meaning is clear







detailed explanation of how a symbol (language feature) shapes a perspective on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe



purposefully selects information from the charity webpage to support ideas about volunteering









detailed explanation of how a text stucture shapes a perspective on volunteering and invites readers to think, feel and/or believe









		Question 2 (charity webpage)

A) two representations of volunteering

The stimulus communicates volunteering to audiences through two representations:

· that volunteering is a gift to others because we live in a busy world where people not only have commitment like studying, there are lots of other things to do like reading, music and using technology

· that volunteering is important, evident by the central focus of the stimulus asking us to give up our time to become involved for the sake of others.

B) two cultural assumptions, values, attitudes and/or beliefs about volunteering (choose the two in any combination)

there is a value of “doing-good-for-others”, which enhances the idea of volunteering being an important thing to do in a world where there are lots of people who need help.

Volunteering is also communicated to audiences through the cultural assumption that our lives are really busy, Which indicates that volunteering might be hard.

C) two language features

The heart symbolises care and love. It’s bright red and positioned in the middle of the tablet, drawing the eye. This emfasises the importance of volunteering because it connects love with the act of doing things for others. This positions audiences to consider volunteering because love benefits society, strengthening the perspective of volunteering being an act of love.

The pointed finger draws the eye to the clock. It’s a direct instruction to opt in, which encourages audiences to participate by pointing out their responsibility to do so triggering guilt for those who don’t.

D) two text structures

One three word sentence with ‘gift your time’ links donations of time with presents — a deliberate attempt to directly address readers to recognize their responsibility to get involved.

The image itself follows the text structure of a meme by containing few words, a layout which means the objects of books, hands and ear buds are being used to create the perspective of how busy lives cause tension between giving one’s time and the selfless act of volunteering.





		















detailed explanation of a representation about volunteering

in the charity web page 

















detailed explanation of how a value in the charity web page enhances meaning about volunteering













makes occasional errors in spelling, but meaning is clear





purposefully uses information from the charity webpage to inform audiences about how volunteering is represented in the charity web page









Sample response: Standard C 

		









frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear



makes frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear

































in the main, selects information from the webpage to support perspectives















		Question 2 (charity web page)

A) two representations of volunteering

It represents volunteering as a modern Activity that is connect to technology.. and living in a modern world, I know this because there are lots of modern ideas in the image. 

Voluntteering is reppresented as a positive thingg because, it is about giving up your time for others, which is need if you want to be getting involved,

B) two cultural assumptions, values, attitudes and/or beliefs about volunteering (choose the two in any combination)

An value about volunteering inclood the idears—

· that volunteering take efort and time which makes it an act of love 

There is an attiude about volunteering that includes the idears:

· that volunteering is so important that we should all treat it as a gift because time is precious. People deserve our help and we should be giving it.

C) two language features

The pointed, fingger tells people too do things to help others even if they have lots of things too do. It is a firm, but polite way to instruct audiances to respect volunteering. 



The fit-bit, on the person’s wrist is black, indicating that the person is organised, making them a good volunteer, making readers feel like they need to be as well. 

D) two text structures

The headings, ‘give your time’ puts a lot of emphases on the word ‘give’ but its also bossy that does a lot. 



		









in the main, explains two representations of volunteering





frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear

















in the main, explains a value and an attitude about volunteering















in the main, uses information from the webpage to inform audiences



in the main, explains how language features shape a perspective 







some description of some ideas of how a text structure shapes a perspective
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Judgment awarded for sample response (charity page and meme): Standard A

		The response in Knowledge application

		The response in Organisation and development

		The response in Textual features

		Grade



		provides a detailed explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

provides a detailed explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



provides a detailed explanation of how one cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

provides a detailed explanation of how another cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering



provides a detailed explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides a detailed explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



provides a detailed explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

provides a detailed explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

		· purposefully selects information from the visual stimulus to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· purposefully uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus





		· uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear

· uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with occasional errors, but meaning is clear

		A







[bookmark: _Hlk11399033]Judgment awarded for sample response (charity page): Standard C

		The response in Knowledge application

		The response in Organisation and development

		The response in Textual features

		Grade



		[bookmark: _Hlk12961231]in the main, provides an explanation of one representation of volunteering identified in the blog

in the main, provides an explanation of the other representation of volunteering identified in the blog 



in the main, provides an explanation of how one cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about one representation of volunteering

in the main, provides an explanation of how another cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief identified in the blog influences meaning about the other representation of volunteering



in the main, provides an explanation of how one language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

in the main, provides an explanation of how another language feature identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses



in the main, provides an explanation of how one text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

· in the main, provides an explanation of how another text structure identified in the blog shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering and invites particular responses

		· in the main selects information from the visual stimulus to support perspectives about how volunteering has been represented

· in the main uses this information to support perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus

		· uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear

· uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors, but meaning is mostly clear



		C



		describes some ideas about one representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus

describes some ideas about the other representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus



describes some ideas about one attitude or belief about one representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus

describes some ideas about another attitude or belief about the other representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus



describes some ideas about how one language feature shapes perspectives on one representation of volunteering

describes some ideas about how another language feature shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering



describes some ideas about how one text structure shapes perspective s on one representation of volunteering

· describes some ideas about how another text structure shapes perspectives on the other representation of volunteering

		· selects some information from the visual stimulus to support some perspectives about how volunteering has been represented in the visual stimulus

· uses some of this information to support some perspectives about the representation of volunteering in the visual stimulus

[bookmark: _GoBack]

		· uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear

· uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers about volunteering with frequent errors and meaning is sometimes clear



		D



		describes some ideas about representations

describes some ideas about cultural assumptions, attitudes, values or beliefs

describes some ideas about language features and/or text structures

OR

does not address the other representation

does not address another cultural assumption, attitude, value or belief

does not address another language feature 

does not address another text structure



		· selects some information from the visual stimulus to show some ideas

· uses some of this information to show some ideas

		· uses grammar and vocabulary to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded 

· uses standard Australian punctuation to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded

· uses standard Australian spelling to inform readers with frequent errors and meaning is impeded.



OR



· is not related to volunteering

		E
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